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ABSTRACT

The Algebraic Compiler and Translator I System for the LGP-30 digital computer has been modified and expanded for greater versatility. A location symbols table is generated at a new location, providing space for one of two decimal program and references printout routine. A 63-symbol operations table includes non-input typewriter operation symbols, breakpoint symbols, a compatible "x or alpha-numeric output symbol, a binarization of address symbol, a flexible program input symbol, an integer-trim symbol, and a trace-one-intermediate-result symbol. Two alternate subroutines, located in unused space at the time of computing, utilize program input routine.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is an interim report on the problem; work is continuing.
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ENCORES FOR ACT I SYSTEM FOR
LGP-30 DIGITAL COMPUTER COMPILER

INTRODUCTION

Modifying and supplementing subroutines have been written for the LGP-30 digital computer compiler system, Act I (1,2). Called "Encores," the subroutines include compiler modifications which cause the symbol table to be stored and punched out in 6000-6163 after the object program. This modification provides space for either "Cast of Characters with References on Request" or "Understudies," special decimal printout routines, to be stored in 5800-5963. Headings for each of these subroutines are printed by programs in 3932-3963, stored following an expanded operations table. The additional subroutines "outpt," "addr," and "round" fit in 6240-6263 and provide compatible hexadecimal or alphanumeric output, binarization of addresses at a q of 29, and rounding off the fractional portion of numbers at a q of 29, respectively.

PURPOSE

One reason for expanding the already well-integrated Act I system was to help overcome semantics barriers in order that both programmers and scientists unfamiliar with computer terminology would be able to communicate with each other and with the computer without translation of terms outside the computer. The desire for this close relationship developed when an analog computer data display and tape punch system was designed by the author for use in field experiments conducted by the Ocean Sound Propagation Section. Of course, data analysis is only one application of Act I and Encores.

The function of Cast of Characters is to print out the object program in decimal, with optional inclusion of symbols, constants, and operations. The purpose of Understudies is to punch out the object program in compatible decimal instead of hexadecimal in order that it may be moved, for instance, to allow the first eight tracks to be protected in installations having record-inhibit switches. The operations table was expanded to provide non-input typewriter output controls, breakpoint instructions, optional trace of selected locations, a variety of meanings for "-" program input code, and the three additional subroutine symbols "outpt," "addr," and "round."

The Ocean Sound Propagation Section has used a system in the past which includes a convenient alphanumeric output subroutine. Following the policy of improving communications among users, the author added a form of Herring's program (3).

The compatible hexadecimal "outpt" routine is intended to provide more rapid access to punched tape peripheral storage, i.e., to add a link via input and output devices without changing existing subroutines in order to render them compatible. The use of Act III compatible output subroutines was considered; however, necessary rearrangement of the subroutine packages seemed an unwarranted complication.

The "addr" subroutine causes decimal addresses input via the source program to be binarized under control of the object program and program input routine for manipulation in source program terminology.
The “round” operation masks off the 30th and 31st bits of words. It might find use in accurately unpacking fixed point numbers by dividing by a power of 10, rounding, then multiplying them by the same power of 10, at a q of 29.

No “z” delays are employed in these subroutines, permitting a nonstopping, high-speed-punch output mode of operation. Action, however, is slow enough for the typewriter output mode to be equally satisfactory.

ALTERATIONS TO THE COMPILER

In order that the symbol table be generated at 6000 and that nothing be recorded or erased in 5800-5963, the following alterations to the compiler are necessary:

| Lo+0012 | xh6000 | Initialize symbol table |
| 0103 | u0104 | Bypass adding xz0200 to symbol Lo |
| 0303 | u0304 | Symbol table Lo |
| 1038 | xz8000 | Inclusion in punchout |

When using the altered compiler, dimensions are counted from location 6000 instead of 5800. For this reason the first “dim” statement should contain a number 128 greater than with the standard Act I.

In order that depression of the transfer control button will shift control to headings and, subsequently, to the special decimal memory printout routines rather than again to the compiler immediately following compiling, the 80xt4000 instruction in location 5444 is changed to 80xt3932.

THE OPERATIONS TABLE

The symbol table for Act I and Encores appears in Fig. 1. The resulting operations table compiled by Prelude to Act I and punched by Act I appears in Fig. 2.

No distinction was made between floating point and fixed point calling sequences for logarithm subroutines in order to provide more space in tracks 36 and 37. The left operand should be a number; but if floating log-In subroutine is employed, the number is not used.

A statement number in the source program should follow “-pir.” When unprotected program input routine 10.4 or 10.4L is in memory, the object program stores the location of that statement in the address of the “t” instruction in 0007. Going to program input routine and inputting “-” and seven characters will transfer control to the statement with the seven characters in the accumulator.

“Trace” may be used with or without the transfer control button depressed during compiling. Its intended use is to select printout of intermediate results while computing with the transfer control button depressed.

“CAST OF CHARACTERS WITH REFERENCES ON REQUEST”

The Cast of Characters subroutine is located in 5800-5963 and is under control following the output of its heading program in 3932-3963. Block diagrams of the subroutine appear in Figs. 3 and 4.
After the compiler prints out program and statement locations there is a stop in 5443. If no decimal memory printout is desired at this point, the operator may transfer to another location, or he may turn on the punch, release the transfer control if on, and start to punch the object program at 0300, the symbol table at 6000, and the constants table at 6200.

If a decimal object program printout is desired, the transfer control button should be depressed and the computer started. The output still is to the typewriter, and all breakpoint switches are released. Subsequently, if the transfer control is left down, only the program will be printed, omitting the heading and references. If it is released, the heading and references will be included with the object program printout.

An example of the printout is shown in Fig. 5, followed by the coding of Cast of Characters in Fig. 6. The program in 3932-3963 employs the Cast of Characters alphanumeric subroutine to type out supplementary information, repairs the alphanumeric routine exit, then transfers to 5800 to initialize decimal printout at location 0300.

When the Encores compiler is in memory, a "-" program input routine instruction will transfer to 5802 with the hex address in the accumulator. This address will be the first location printed in decimal. If the address is the same as or greater than the last program location, only one printout cycle will follow. During normal Cast of Characters cycling, the last location and instruction "Z0000" will be omitted, and the computer will stop, allowing the operator to choose what he would rather do next. He may either start the punch, use the program in memory, or alter the program first.

The Cast of Characters portion of the subroutine is optimized. The delay instruction following the carriage return is not necessary unless the latter instruction is a tabulation into a long, automatic carriage return, or a stop is desired before punching. When the Reference on Request portion of the subroutine is not to be used, "xz3000" is not needed as a constant and may be changed to "u1805;" otherwise, 5832 may be changed to "xs6331," Lf, instead of 3000. All temporary storage is within the subroutine. Therefore printout of track 63 contents is possible; however, an attempt to print out contents of tracks 58 or 59 damages the subroutine.

The transfer control may be depressed at any time to abort reference printouts if desired. When it is released, an instruction having an address of 6000-6163 is interpreted as one referring to a symbol. Following printout of the location and instruction, the symbol is typed. If the word found in 6000-6163 happens to contain a non-input (e.g., "0800") or jam code (e.g., "4800"), that character is bypassed, preventing uncontrolled action, damage, or stoppage. When the computer encounters an instruction having an address of 6200-6239, the word in that location is typed as a five-digit decimal constant at 29. Negative numbers or numbers greater than 99999 will not stop the computer but may contain nondecimal characters. Instruction addresses 3000-5963 are first treated as subroutine bridge locations. If the command is not "u," as it normally would be following an "r0310" instruction, a "u" — meaning unidentified — is typed. If the command is "u," the table of transfer addresses at q of 30 in track 37 is searched. If the address is not found, a "u" is printed. When it is found, the symbol in track 36 having the same sector is typed as the operation symbol. For examples, the following instructions would cause the resulting typeouts:

\[
\begin{align*}
p3200 u & \quad \text{(stop code, not "u" instruction)} \\
z3200 u & \quad \text{(breakpoint, not "u")} \\
r0305 & \quad \text{(address not 3000 or more)} \\
u5000 u & \quad \text{(not transfer address)} \\
b6001 \text{ temp.} & \quad \text{(symbol)} \\
r0310 & \quad \text{(address not 3000 or more)} \\
u4900 \text{ asin} & \quad \text{(operation symbol)} \\
s6208 04963 & \quad \text{(constant)}
\end{align*}
\]
For future reference, the typewriter punch may be turned on before transferring to Cast of Characters, thereby including the decimal interpretation on the object program tape. Since the program is incapable of punching a conditional stop and the first input word is an eight-character "v*" code, the printout will be ignored by the input routines.

"UNDERSTUDIES"

An optional decimal memory printout program may be loaded in 5800-5963 with its headings program in 3932-3963. Understudies (Fig. 7) is similar to Cast of Characters in that it prints locations and instructions in decimal and includes printout of symbols referred to by the object program; however, here the similarity ends.

The Understudies subroutine is headed by loading limits and instructions. The object program, properly modified, can be moved up to the initial region location designated by "dim" statements. The maximum start fill instruction therefore is

\[
\text{region } L_i - \left( \text{program } L_f - (\text{program } L_i - 1) \right).
\]

The Understudies subroutine does not modify any addresses, so the modifier must be three tracks smaller than the start fill instruction. If subroutines are used with the object program, all return addresses must be changed to program \( L_o + 0010 \), the \( N \) temporary storage addresses must be changed to program \( L_o + 0012 \), and trace subroutine must return to \( L_o + 0005 \). Subroutines may be altered by loading a tape of start fill plus instruction sets after the subroutines to be used are loaded and \( L_o \) of program is stored by program input routine.

The Understudies program does not print out constants, operations, or "u." Following carriage return and printout of location, each object program instruction is tested. If the command bits are all zero ("Z"), then "0000001" and the word in hex is printed with a conditional stop. The check sum printout routine of the compiler is employed to output 1 at 2, 1 at 30, breakpoint delay, and stop instructions, since all happen to be positive and contain 0 bits in their command portions. "p" instructions and instructions having addresses greater than object program \( L_f \) are typed with (a) leading spaces to clear the remainder of the location out of the accumulator on reloading, (b) an x to prevent modifying, and (c) conditional stop. An instruction having an address 6000-6163 is followed by the symbol in that address. All other instructions are assumed to be modified and are preceded by spaces and no "x." After typing the final instruction, "xz0000," control is immediately transferred to the compiler, which punches the symbol table and constants table on the typewriter in hexadecimal, each with a check sum.

The object program is unchanged in memory, so it may be used immediately or, if desired, punched out in hex at 0300 by transferring to location 5445. Understudies uses the address printout routine in the compiler to type locations and one space, but uses its own address printout routine to type addresses and conditional stop. Hence, interrupting the program cannot alter Act I.

If the object program is to be moved in order that it can be used with protected program input routine, it should be remembered that "outpt," "addr," and "-code" operations then will not work. The first requires subroutines which use constants in unprotected program input routine; the second must "r-u" to program input routine binarization subroutine; and the third must alter an inhibited instruction in order to function.

"OUTPT"-"ADDR"-"ROUND" SUBROUTINE PACKAGES

Since the compiler directly stores symbols of up to five characters at a q of 30 by n-multiplying the six-bit input word, it is convenient to store alphanumeric symbols using
the source program. Furthermore, non-input typewriter codes and delays may be assembled by the compiler if appropriate symbols appear in the operations table. The author reviewed a POOL* program by Mr. Herring for alphanumeric output and condensed it for this subroutine package.

Symbol "outpt" for alphanumeric words differs from the alphanumeric output in the Cast of Characters subroutine by omitting protection against non-input codes (Fig. 8). Starting at the left, six bits at a time are shifted into the track portion of a p( ) instruction. p0000 instructions are bypassed, being interpreted as missing character codes of stored symbols having less than five characters. An example of source program and result is:

```
outpt 'temp.'
2 'print temp'
temp. 662.15 F
ucase 'outpt' F' icase' cr'
```

If an alphanumeric symbol is not to be replaced by a number in memory before reloading the object program, it should not be identical to the symbol used to represent the number storage location in 6000-6163. A period or space, for instance, might differentiate one from the other.

The "addr" and "round" subroutines help delay the exit from either "outpt" subroutine so that either high-speed punch or typewriter output can be used. The "addr" subroutine is simply a transfer to the binarizing section of 10.4 or 10.4L program input routine and return. Constants and fixed point numbers in the object program are at a q of 29, whereas program input routine codes are at a q of 31. Therefore transfer is made from the "addr" subroutine location to a point beyond the order to n-multiply by 1 at 29. The "round" subroutine contains one extract instruction to mask off bits 30 and 31. Since its transfer address is listed in the operations table, Cast of Characters can include printout of the operation as it can with "addr" and "outpt" operations.

The "addr" and "round" subroutines follow the "outpt" subroutine at the same transfer addresses when combined with the compatible hex "outpt" subroutine (Fig. 9). Four bits at a time are shifted into a p( ) instruction, the hex character identification bit is added, and eight characters - forcing previous contents out of the accumulator - and a conditional stop are printed.

PACKAGING

Act I and Encores have been packaged along with debugging programs, bootstrap with checksum, and supplementary programs to form the following twelve-tape library in the possession of the writer:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Prelude, Operations Table, Compiler, Cast of Characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Bootstrap II with Σ, Program Input Routine 10.4L, Index Instructions and Constants, &quot;-&quot; code to Cast of Characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Symbol Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Alphanumeric/Hexadecimal Subroutines, Bootstrap I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Loader and Linkages, Trace-Float-Unfloat, Floating Decimal, Fixed Point Input-Output Subroutines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Floating Point Subroutines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Fixed Point Subroutines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Program Input Routine 24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Decimal Memory Printout and Hex Punch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>U. of Mich. Trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>React</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII</td>
<td>Understudies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*An LGP-30 user's organization.
React is a one-track assembly (Fig. 10) for use without the compiler to help write efficient programs employing Act I subroutines.

SUMMARY

Changes have been made to improve readability and increase the versatility of Act I. No difficulties have been encountered other than remembering to increase the first “dim” statement number by 128 and to refrain from using subroutines requiring 10.4 or 10.4L PIR when protected PIR is used.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add</td>
<td>'a'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtract</td>
<td>'-'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiply</td>
<td>'*'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divide</td>
<td>'/'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtract</td>
<td>'-'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal</td>
<td>'='</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater</td>
<td>'&gt;'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less</td>
<td>'&lt;'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Equal</td>
<td>'&gt;='</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Equal</td>
<td>'&lt;='</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Than</td>
<td>'&lt;'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Equal</td>
<td>'&gt;='</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Than</td>
<td>'&gt;'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1 - "Encores" Symbol Table**
**Fig. 2 - “Encores” operation table**
"CAST OF CHARACTERS WITH REFERENCES ON REQUEST"

ACT I ENCORES 5800 - 5963

Fig. 3 - "Cast of Characters" block diagram
Fig. 4 - Altered "Act I" block diagram
Act I" block diagram
Fig. 5 - "Cast of Characters" printout
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Fig. 7 - "Understudies" printout
Fig. 8 - Alphanumeric "outpt" - "addr" - "round" subroutine package

:000000' 40 x0306' word (OUTPT)
:000000' 41 b003' -5 at 29
:000000' 42 x0312' counter
:000000' 43 x0306' word
:000000' 44 m001' 1 at 17
:000000' 45 e0050' xp=300
:000000' 46 y0049' p [ ]
:000000' 47 x0029' 1 at 29
:000000' 48 t0030' no character!
:000000' 49 pssaz' alpha character
:000000' 50 x0306' word
:000000' 51 x0135' 1 at 25
:000000' 52 x0306' word
:000000' 53 x0312' counter
:000000' 54 x0029' 1 at 29
:000000' 55 t0042' 3 characters:
:000000' 56 x0033' delay (AZER)
:000000' 57 x0051' binarize
:000000' 58 e0062' ROUND at 29
:000000' 59 x0130' exit
:000000' 60 x0600' ,0000001'
:000000' 61 4000'
:000000' 62 wwwwj'
:000000' 63 wwwwwqO'
:000000' 64 00000007'
:000000' 65 40000003'
:000000' 66 wwwwwwj'
:000000' 67 wwwwwqO'
:000000' 68 0000001'
:000000' 69 00000002'
:000000' 70 00000001'

Fig. 9 - Compatible hex "outpt" - "addr" - "round" subroutine package

:000000' 40 x0306' word (OUTPT)
:000000' 41 b003' -5 at 29
:000000' 42 x0312' counter
:000000' 43 x0306' word
:000000' 44 m001' 1 at 17
:000000' 45 e0050' xp=300
:000000' 46 e0060' x=300
:000000' 47 a0049' p [ ]
:000000' 48 pssaz' hex character
:000000' 49 a0050' word
:000000' 50 x0135' 1 at 25
:000000' 51 x0306' word
:000000' 52 x0312' counter
:000000' 53 x0029' 1 at 29
:000000' 54 t0042' 3 characters:
:000000' 55 x0033' delay (AZER)
:000000' 56 x0051' binarize
:000000' 57 e0062' ROUND at 29
:000000' 58 x0130' exit
:000000' 60 x0600' ,0000001'
:000000' 61 4000'
:000000' 62 wwwwj'
:000000' 63 wwwwwqO'
:000000' 64 00000007'
:000000' 65 00000002'
:000000' 66 wwwwwwj'
:000000' 67 wwwwwqO'
:000000' 68 0000001'
:000000' 69 00000002'
:000000' 70 00000001'
Fig. 10 - "React" program
The Algebraic Compiler and Translator I System for the LGP-30 digital computer has been modified and expanded for greater versatility. A location symbols table is generated at a new location, providing space for one of two decimal program and references printout routine. A 63-symbol operations table includes non-input typewriter operation symbols, breakpoint symbols, a compatible hex or alphanumeric output symbol, a binarization of address symbol, a flexible program input symbol, an integer-trim symbol, and a trace-one-intermediate-result symbol. Two alternate subroutines, located in unused space at the time of computing, utilize program input routine.

UNCLASSIFIED